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Introduction
Name
Definition
Explication

Rank list

Birthday party
An individual celebrates a birthday
with other people etc.
A birthday in this context is the
anniversary of a person's birth etc.

Evidences

Scene

Indoors or outdoors, etc.

Object/
people

Decorations, birthday cake,
candles, gifts, etc.

Activities
Audio

Singing, eating, opening gifts

Happy Birthday,
congratulations

Speech
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Birthday,
birthday party
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boy, girl, food
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singing "Happy Birthday to You";
laughing, etc.
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Pseudo Label Set
Happy Birthday
Song, laughing

(1) Query Generation
Event Query Generator

MMPRF significantly contributes to CMU Team's final submission
in TRECVID-13 Multimedia Event Detection.
MMPRF in a nutshell:
 Construct a pseudo label set.
 Train a joint model on the pseudo label set using both high-level
and low-level features.
 Feedback the rank list of the joint model to establish the pseudo
label set for the next iteration.
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(2) Retrieval

…
Rank list

High-level
features

(3) MMPRF
Event Search

Experimental Results
Dataset: TRECVID (MED) 2013 development and MEDTest set.
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 Objective function L is summed across all modalities, which can be:
1) The likelihood (Maximum Likelihood Estimation).
2) The Expected values (Equivalent to the average late fusion).
 The constraint AT y controls the maximum number of pseudopositives to be selected in each modality.
 The objective function is linear to the y variable  Integer
Programming  Linear Programming after relaxation.

MMPRF1: w/o modality weighting. MMPRF2: w/ modality weighting.
Improve the baseline Without PRF:
by a relative 158% (absolute 6.2%) on Pre-Specified events
by a relative 107% (absolute 4.3%) on Ad-Hoc events.
Statically significantly better than other baseline methods.

Modality Weighting
How many pseudo-positives to select in each modality?
 Query likelihood: a modality whose top-ranked videos contain
more query words is supposed to be more important.
 Find indicative words in the event kit description. For example,
the occurrence of words “narration/narrating” and “process” in
the event kit description indicates an “accurate ASR event”.

Pseudo Positive Videos
Conclusions
 MultiModal Pseudo Relevance Feedback (MMPRF) is a first
attempt to use both high-level and low-level features in MED EK0.
 MMPRF offers a solution to conduct PRF on multiple ranked
lists. Empirically it significantly outperforms all baseline methods
on MEDTest.
 Modality weighting is beneficial.
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